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The anisotropic magnetoresistance AMR of individual magnetic domain walls in planar nanowires
has been systematically investigated as a function of the micromagnetic wall structure, width, and
thickness of the nanowire. Experimentally derived thickness dependence of both the thin film
resistivity and the anisotropic magnetoresistance were incorporated into the calculations. We found
that the AMR value can be used to identify the wall structure and that the wall resistance is sensitive
to wire width for widths less than 300 nm. Furthermore, in comparison with the detailed analysis
here, a previous simplified domain wall model significantly underestimates domain wall resistance
in narrower wires. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.3077174
Magnetic domains walls DWs in nanowires are the
subject of intensive research both in terms of improving the
understanding of the basic physical processes1 and also for
developing potential applications.2–4 In addition to the aniso-
tropic magnetoresistance AMR contribution, further spin-
tronic contributions to the electrical resistance of DWs have
been proposed.5,6 However, in the case of Permalloy nano-
wires, such contributions to DW resistance may be very
small and the magnetoresistance is dominated by the AMR
effect. In conventional AMR the resistivity is high when the
magnetization and current path are parallel  and is low
when the magnetization and current are perpendicular .
A DW in an axially magnetized nanowire changes the elec-
trical resistance of the nanowire because the magnetization
within the wall deviates from the long axis of the wire. AMR
offers a convenient technique to identify the presence of a
DW since it is based upon electrical measurements, and a
DW is detected by the resistance change R=RDW−RSat,
where RDW is the resistance of the nanowire containing a
DW and RSat is the resistance of the nanowire at saturation. It
has recently been reported7,8 that both the wall structure
transverse or vortex and the chirality sense of magnetiza-
tion rotation of a wall pinned at a notch can be identified by
subtly different magnetoresistance signatures. However, in
the literature there is currently only a simple and somewhat
crude model used to interpret the change in resistance R.
This is based upon a simplified representation of a DW de-
scribed by the wall width parameter DW Ref. 9 and over-
looks the sophisticated micromagnetic spin structure, which
may be important for wires in which different wall structures
can exist.
In this letter we present a detailed analysis of the change
in resistance due to a DW in Permalloy nanowires as a func-
tion of the wire width and thickness; taking both the detailed
micromagnetic structure of the wall and the thickness depen-
dence of the electrical resistivity into account. We used a
method based on micromagnetic simulations in which the
AMR for individual simulation cells is calculated, and
mapped the parameter space for nanowires with thicknesses
from 3 to 20 nm and widths from 50 to 600 nm.
Insight into the relationship between DW structure and
the magnitude of the resistance change R in planar nano-
wire structures containing a single wall was obtained using
micromagnetic simulations, which were performed using
the two-dimensional solver in OOMMF,10 and utilized a 5 nm
cell size. Standardized magnetic parameters for Permalloy
were used, including saturation magnetization MS=860
103 A /m and exchange energy constant A=13
10−12 J /m. Simulations were performed in a quasistatic
regime with the damping parameter  set at 0.5 to speed up
the convergence time. Using the phase diagram reported in
Ref. 11 as a guide, two basic DW structures transverse and
vortex were investigated. The selected wall type was intro-
duced into a 6000 nm long rectangular shaped structure with
width w and thickness t and was allowed to relax to its equi-
librium configuration at zero-applied field. Further simula-
tions were performed at zero field saturation no wall for
each wire width and thickness. Figure 1a presents a sche-
matic of the electrical structure of the nanowire used within
this analysis. Each nanowire is represented as a network of
conduction channels of resistors in series along the axis of
the nanowire; the number of channels is equal to the nano-
wire width divided by the cell size. Individual resistors cor-
respond to an individual cell within the simulation and the
angle  between the local magnetization and the current
along the x axis is used to calculate the resistivity from the
relation
 =  +  cos2  . 1
The total resistivity of the nanowire is obtained from the
summation of these conduction channels in parallel and the
total magnetoresistance of the nanowire is obtained via R
=L /A, where L is the length and A is the cross-sectional
area of a cell. Thickness dependent values of  and  have
also been incorporated, however, these are rarely measured
directly and have been deduced both from several experi-
mental data sets of  and  using =− and 
=1 /3+2.9,12 Figure 1b presents resistivity data as a
function of film thickness below 50 nm for Ni82Fe18 films
measured by several workers13–16 and data measured here for
nominally Ni81Fe19 films. Each set of data shows that as film
thickness decreases the resistivity increases, as is expected
since the resistivity increases noticeably when the mean free
path, lo, of the conduction electrons is comparable to film
thickness, t, due to diffuse scatter at the surfaces.17 The data
are consistent across these studies, although the largest dif-aElectronic mail: del.atkinson@durham.ac.uk.
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ferences occurring between 20 and 30 nm for the Williams
and Mitchell14 data are attributed to the differences in the
deposition rates used during film preparation. A line of best
fit to all the plotted data yields a thickness dependence of the
resistivity given by =1.2935t−0.4716, where t is measured in
nanometers and  is given in  m. Literature data for 
are more limited,13–15 in which for t	50 nm a weak loga-
rithmic dependence of  upon thickness is observed. The
thickness trend of the data is similar between the studies but
there is some variation in magnitude, which again may be
attributed to the preparation method. The best fit to the ex-
perimental data is given by  /=0.7057lnt−0.3356. In
contrast with the thickness dependence, the wire width de-
pendence of the resistivity can be ignored since the length at
which such effects emerge is below 45–50 nm.18
Figure 2a shows the AMR DW resistance calculated
from micromagnetic simulations for both transverse and vor-
tex wall structures as a function of wire width for different
thicknesses. The majority of DWs shown are favorable low-
est energy structures. However we also included unfavor-
able higher energy structures up to only 20% higher energy
to reflect the possible metastable wall structures that may
exist in real nanowire samples. Values of the DW resistance
deduced from the simple model are shown for comparison
and are indicated by the solid dashed line for transverse
vortex walls. The simple model utilizes R=RDW−RSat
=−2DW /wt Ref. 9, where the wall width parameter
DW is TW=w /
 for transverse walls and VW=3w /4 for
vortex walls.11 There are significant differences between the
two approaches with the simple model considerably under-
estimating the AMR value, which is particularly noticeable
for vortex DWs in 5 and 10 nm thick nanowires, where the
difference between the simple model and our detailed ap-
proach is up to 40%. For thicker films the values predicted
by the two models differ less, although the simple model still
underestimates the magnitude of R, especially for vortex
walls. It can be seen in Fig. 2a that the simple model pre-
dicts that for a given thickness, R is independent of wire
width, which is a direct result of the one-dimensional 1D
Bloch wall width definitions. Our modeling, however, shows
that, for narrower widths, R has a marked dependence on
wire width. These differences are attributed to the wall width
parameter, which simplifies the DW and neglects the sophis-
ticated micromagnetic spin structure, in particular, in narrow
nanowires where large numbers of high angle low resis-
tance spins are contained within the wall. The present analy-
sis shows that the dependence of the wall resistance on wall
structure is significantly larger than previously predicted.
Figure 2b shows the AMR wall resistance for a 300 nm
wide wire as a function of film thickness. The energetically
favored wall structure depends sensitively upon wire thick-
ness, with vortex walls favored in thicker nanowires, trans-
verse walls in the thinnest wires, and both wall structures
possible at intermediate thicknesses. From Fig. 2b it is
clear that the resistance of a transverse wall is smaller than
that of a vortex wall, and this is attributed to vortex walls
being larger and hence containing more off-axis spins.
In summary, it is found that the variation in wall resis-
tance is more complex than that derived from an earlier
simple model. For thin, narrow nanowires the simple model
FIG. 1. a Schematic of the electrical network representing a nanowire used
to calculate the resistance. Each resistor represents a cell from the micro-
magnetic simulation. b Comparison of the thickness dependent resistivity
of five data sets for Permalloy. The line is the best fit to all of the data.
FIG. 2. a Calculated DW resistance as a function of wire width for 5, 10,
and 20 nm thick nanowires and comparison with values obtained from the
1D wall model. Solid symbols line correspond to transverse walls and
open dashed symbols line to vortex walls. b Thickness dependence of
the DW resistance for a 300 nm wide wire from both transverse and vortex
walls.
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significantly underestimates R by more than 40% compared
to the detailed analysis presented here. Finally, for a given
nanowire the difference between the DW resistance of vortex
and transverse walls is found to be larger than that predicted
by the simpler model.
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